Motivated by the formula
Introduction
The Pascal matrix of order n; denoted by P n OEx D OEp i;j OEx; i; j D 1; : : : ; n; is the lower-triangular matrix with elements equal to For simplicity, we denote P n OE1 by P n : Many properties of the Pascal matrix were examined in the recent literature (see, e.g., [1, 11, 12] ). We are particularly interested in the usage of the Pascal matrix as a powerful tool for deriving combinatorial identities. Precisely, if we recall that a Toeplitz matrix is a matrix having constant entries along the diagonals, then the Pascal matrix can be factorized as follows:
where T n denotes an n n lower-triangular Toeplitz matrix. The Toeplitz matrix T n is usually filled with the numbers from well-known sequences. Equating the .i; j /th elements of the matrices in these matrix equalities, we establish correlations between the binomial coefficients and the terms from the well-known sequences.
On the basis of this idea, some combinatorial identities in terms of Fibonacci numbers were derived in [4, 14] were derived by using factorizations of the Pascal matrix via a generalized second-order recurrent matrix. Some combinatorial identities were also computed in [2, 3, [6] [7] [8] by various matrix methods.
The starting point of the present paper is one of the most beautiful formulas in mathematics, a particular case of the binomial theorem:
An important observation is that the binomial coefficient in (1.1) may be considered as an element of the Pascal matrix P n ; and the left-hand side of (1.1) may be considered as an element of the lower-triangular Toeplitz matrix with the .i; j /th entry equal to x i j I Zhang [11] denoted it by S n OEx: Therefore, our goal is to factorize the matrix S n OEx via the Pascal matrix P n and to give some combinatorial identities by using this computational method. Some of our results are generalizations of well-known identities, such as the binomial theorem (1.1). These identities involve binomial coefficients and the hypergeometric function 2 F 1 : Recall that the hypergeometric function 2 F 1 .a; b; cI z/ is defined by
where
a.a C 1/ : : : .a C n 1/; n > 0;
is the well-known rising factorial symbol.
Results
First, we find a matrix R n OEx that establishes a relation between the matrices S n OEx and P n :
Theorem 2.1. The matrix R n OEx D OEr i;j OEx; i; j D 1; : : : ; n; x 2 R; whose entries are defined by
. 1/ i j i 1 j 1 ! 2 F 1 .1; j i I j I x/; i j; 0; i < j;
satisfies the relation S n OEx D P n R n OEx: (2.1)
Proof. Our goal is to prove that R n OEx D P 1 n S n OEx: Denote the sum 
